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Casting an anchor before floating off : the shift from simple to complex reasoning Sharona T. Levy, Tel-Aviv University



ABSTRACT This study explores children’s learning while gaining practice in building operating water pipe systems. In the talk, the focus will be on the processes through which reasoning increases complexity in service of a higher coherence with system behavior. Kindergarten children constructed four different hierarchically controlled water systems, based on increasingly complex combinations of three physical relations. It was found that learning of complex phenomena progressed through a unification of reasoning by increasing consistency before releasing this consistency in order to explore additional dimensions and finally integrate the various dimensions into a single framework.



INTRODUCTION This study explores children’s learning processes while gaining practice in building operating water pipe systems. The learning is described through a few perspectives: mental models – including both device topology and causal rules underlying the water flow, perceptual discrimination of water behavior, motor action rates and spatial reference systems. In the talk, the focus will be on the processes through which reasoning increases complexity in service of a higher coherence with system behavior. Although a few studies have examined learning outcomes following design and construction of technological systems, no previous study has dealt in depth with children’s learning while building, solving problem in the real world. One of the descriptions of technology views it as an interface between idea and reality, with the dynamics of technological development based upon the strain between these two (Staudenmaier, 1985). We suggest that in this tension lies a great potential for learning: for the builder or reality-changer, idea and reality adapt to each other and are modified to achieve a mutual fit. Conflict between the two makes up the mechanism lying at the heart of mental growth (Piaget, 1952). One rule is not enough to determine a real system’s behavior. It may be correct, but additional considerations are necessary in order to understand what makes it work. It is proposed that through extended building complexity in reasoning about the systems being constructed can increase. Previous research has shown that following feedback, children’s reasoning advanced both in the rules and the complexity of their use in reasoning. Transient periods of conceptual change have been described by a number of scientists. While Piaget has used the term decalage, others have found different indicators that show that these times are marked by inconsistent responses, shifting between earlier and later understandings of the phenomenon at hand. In our study, we have explored these transient periods aiming to answer the question: Upon what dimensions or system features are the children basing their predictions of water behavior? How do these change during building?
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METHOD & PROCEDURE The children constructed four different hierarchically controlled water systems, based on increasingly complex combinations of three physical relations. They were tested individually and carried out the tasks with minimal involvement of the researcher. 29 children aged 5’2”6’3” participated in the study, 15 in an experimental group and 14 in a control group. Both groups were interviewed before and after the activities, and the experimental group was interviewed at the end of each of the four building sessions. The control group participated in alternative activities that involved astronomy and Greek mythology. Throughout this period, the builders were interviewed six times, using 33 prediction tasks. They were asked to compare the streams that would emanate from different water systems, and to describe them. They replied to each task in three forms: describing a real system, drawing streams onto a schematic of the system, and explaining their drawing. The highest level response among the three was analyzed, and its consistency was coded. The tasks involved variation of one or dimensions out of three that operated in determining water flow: height of the water-exit, hole-width of the water exit and resistance until the exit. The children’s explanations of predicted water behavior were coded as ‘if-then’ rules. In this section, we examined only the ‘if’ part of the rules, but not the ‘then’ part, or the rules’ correctness. The children’s explanations were coded as follows: the number of rules in an explanation their consistency, the deviation of these dimensions from those varied in the tasks, the system dimensions the children used in their explanations. Some special response patterns were investigated more closely in order to detect additional regularities. RESULTS The number of rules in response to double-variation tasks is examined for the experimental group. This will provide us with a general progression, along which we can place additional types of responses, based upon different properties. We can see that in the temporal progression, single rules are dominant throughout, but are gradually and partially displaced, first by 2 single fluctuating rules, and then by double rules, that are used in a quarter of the explanation in the posttest. From an examination of the children’s deviation from task variations, it was found that the builders’ fit-to-task in the double-variation tasks increases almost monotonously. However, for the single-variation tasks, a temporary rise and fall in deviation takes place at an intermediate time. Examination of the individual tasks shows a predominant use of rules based on hole-width, while ignoring dimensions that had previously been attended to. A similar bias was seen among the control group in the posttest. Three types of intermediate responses were examined more minutely for each child: biased, fluctuating and balancing responses, in which the preferred but unvaried dimension is first referred to in prediction, before reasoning turns to additional dimensions. It was found that the biased response precedes the fluctuating one and is temporally separated from the balancing responses that are provided in last sessions. DISCUSSION Here we discuss the regularities found in the children’s paths from single-featured rules to double-featured rules. We have found a phenomenon, which to our best knowledge has not been previously found – the increase in reasoning consistency (casting an anchor) that follows initial fragmented knowledge. It precedes the loss of consistency (floating off) necessary to incorporate additional dimensions into the causal mental model.
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Learning of complex phenomena takes time. This learning progresses through a unification of reasoning processes (stabilizing the framework), the release of consistency in order to explore additional dimensions and finally the integration of the various dimensions into a single framework. It is suggested that there are two factors promoting these changes. One is the effortful building activity that encourages a decrease in the number of operations to solution by increasing the power of prediction. The other is the interview situation, which motivates the children to reflect upon their responses and possibly change them in subsequent interviews. REFERENCES Piaget, J. (1952). The Origins of Intelligence in Children. New York: International University Press. Staudenmaier, J.M. (1985). Technology’s storytellers: Reweaving the Human Fabric. Cambridge, Mass. And London: Society for the History of Technology and The MIT Press.
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